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 The purpose of this study was to analyze students' sociomathematical norms 

for the formation of study groups conducted by teachers, analyze the role of 

sociomathematical norms on students' social interactions when learning 

mathematics, analyze gender differences that can affect students' 

sociomathematical norms, and analyze sociomathematical norms on derived 

material in terms of gender aspects. students of SMAN 73 Jakarta. The type of 

approach used in this research is a qualitative approach with the type of case 

study research. The subjects of this study were taken purposively, with a total 

of 9 students with 5 of them being female. data collection techniques using 

observation, interviews, and documentation. The steps in data analysis are data 

collection, data reduction, data presentation, and concluding. Based on data 

collection that has been carried out through the process of observation, 

interviews, and documentation, it can be concluded that of the four indicators 

of sociomathematical norms, three indicators of male students are superior to 

female students. Male students are superior in accepting explanations from 

teachers, accepting differences of opinion, and mathematical insight. 

Meanwhile, female students only excel in one indicator, namely the 

effectiveness of mathematics 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of norms stems from the broader idea of prescription which means behavior to which 

other behaviors must adhere [1], [2]. The norm was first used to describe the communication or interaction 

between teachers and students or between students that occurred in the learning process [3], [4]. Furthermore, 

in Adults Learning Maths, one of the conference participants said that sociomathematics is an analytical 

concept, which includes arithmetic, ethnomathematics, and workplace mathematics in a single term; a place 

where problems arise regarding the relationship between the individual, mathematics, and society, and a core 

field that combines mathematics, the individual, and society – as found in ethnomathematics, individual 

mathematics, adult numeracy, and mathematics containing skills [5]–[8]. The norms contained in learning 

mathematics can be called sociomathematical norms [9]. Sociomathematical norms relate to how students 

believe and understand mathematical knowledge and place themselves in social interaction in building 

mathematical knowledge [10], [11]. Sociomathematical norms as being normative understandings of what 

counts as mathematically different, mathematically sophisticated, efficient, and elegant in a classroom [12]. 
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The purpose of this statement is that sociomathematical norms are likened to a normative understanding of 

mathematical assumptions, mathematically sophisticated, efficient, and elegant in the classroom [10], [11]. The 

conclusion is that the application of sociomathematical norms in the classroom puts forward mathematical 

principles [13], in which all actions taken must be confident, efficient in finding mathematical concepts, as 

well as elegant and authoritative in expressing opinions on the mathematical topic being discussed. 

Sociomathematical norms are formed as a result of individuals' beliefs, values, and opinions related 

to mathematics [14]–[16]. In other that sociomathematical norms are formed as a result of individual beliefs, 

values, and opinions related to mathematics lessons [17], [18]. This is also reinforced by the statement that 

sociomathematical norms are developed through the interaction of various components in the classroom to the 

mathematics learning activities presented by the teacher [12], [13], [19]. When the teacher starts learning 

mathematics in the classroom, the teacher forms a study group with a heterogeneous group, then the teacher 

gives a problem that must be solved in the group. Then the problems that have been solved in the group are 

discussed again in front of the class. At this time the teacher facilitates students by directing students to be able 

to represent the mathematical values that are in their minds while still applying the prevailing social values. 

These social values are that accuracy is more important than speed in determining answers, the need for 

efficiency, and writing down answers that are believed to be correct 

A sociomathematical norm is the consideration of a mathematically acceptable explanation in 

conjunction with an understanding of what has been mathematically different [12], [20], [21]. 

Sociomathematical norm is a thought from a group's mathematical discussion together with mathematical 

understanding [13], [22]. The teacher presents a mathematics lesson by developing sociomathematical norms 

through the interaction of various components in the classroom [23]. These learning activities are developed 

through the provision of mathematical problems that must be solved through the formation of study groups. 

Where the formation of this study group is useful to unite all the thoughts of each group member involved in 

it. When uniting these thoughts, each member will know each other's thinking abilities. 

In addition to sociomathematical norms, the success of a child's academic achievement can be caused 

by two types of factors, including external factors and internal factors [24]. External factors include factors 

from the environment in which the child learns, the methods used by the teacher when teaching, his school 

friends, and the support of his parents both materially and psychologically. While internal factors can come 

from within the child, for example, there is an intention to want to learn, there is a sense of wanting to compete 

positively with his friends in class, self-confidence to dare to try, interests and talents that have been embedded 

in the child, and even other factors. gender differences can also affect the success of academic achievement. 

When socializing in the classroom, we can socialize with classmates and also teachers who teach. 

When we are in that class, we can find many differences in the characteristics that everyone has, ranging from 

physical differences, intelligence, ethnicity, religion, race, habits, the concept of friendship, even gender. All 

these types of differences can be brought together by the teacher in the classroom through group learning. 

When we talk about gender, what comes to our mind is only about gender, namely: male and female. In reality, 

the gender difference does not only talk about physical matters, but the psychology of the two sexes is also 

different. Physical differences are gender differences that are more clearly visible, male students tend to have 

big, tall, strong bodies, but the puberty phase is a little slower than female students. Meanwhile, female students 

tend to be small, weak, not too tall, but the puberty phase is faster than male students. 

The differences between male and female students in learning mathematics among them (1) Men are 

superior in reasoning, women are superior in accuracy, thoroughness, and thoroughness of thought, and (2) 

Men have more mathematical and mechanical abilities than women, this difference is not visible at the 

elementary level but becomes more obvious at a higher level [25]–[28]. This is also supported by previous 

research, which results that the average percentage of male learning anxiety is 68% and female learning anxiety 

is 70.75% so that if you pay attention there is no significant difference in average [29]. This may occur because 

female students have a more open nature than boys, they can better admit their feelings of anxiety and are more 

critical in dealing with a problem. Female students are more careful in making decisions, they are afraid of 

making mistakes, therefore anxiety while studying will be easily seen in them. 

Gender is related to human nature which by nature can change or be changed with human nature 

which is non-naturally immutable or permanent. As for the term gender, it can be interpreted as male and 

female which has become a decree. Gender equality simply distinguishes the definition of sex as biological sex 

from birth, namely male or female based on the genitals they have, while gender is social sex in the form of 

attributes masculine or feminine which is a socio-cultural construction [30], [31]. Gender, social, and cultural 

dimensions are very powerfully interacting in the conceptualization of mathematics education [32]–[34]. This 

was a previous study who explained that male students were more interested in mathematics than female 

students, so female students were more anxious in dealing with mathematics than male students [35]–[38], the 

women are generally better at memory and men are better at logical thinking [39]. Other than that the woman 

of the highest intelligence, but in essence, women have almost no more interest in theoretical questions such 
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as men, women are more interested in practical things than theoretical, women are also closer to concrete 

practical life problems, while men are more interested in abstract aspects [40], [41]. 

Studies related to sociomathematical norms have been carried out several times by previous 

researchers and experts. For example, the previous study conducted a mathematical belief of elementary school 

teachers which was reflected in decision making for learning mathematics, as well as contributing to creating 

sociomathematical norms [12], the identification of nine norms, including three social norms and six 

sociomathematical norms [42], the relationship between sociomathematical norms and visual media in 

mathematics learning [15], improvement of sociomathematical norm in mathematics learning using the Team 

Accelerated Instruction [43], factors that influence sociomathematical norm [44], and the opinion that students 

can build social norms when learning in class, such as: daring to express disagreement when needed, students 

can share their solutions with others, etc. [17]. The several studies that discuss the sociomathematical norms, 

none of them focus on research on sociomathematical norms in terms of student gender. 

Based on these problems, it is very interesting to study learning that can help students analyze 

sociomathematical norms based on students' gender during this pandemic, therefore the purpose of ths study is 

to analyze students' sociomathematical norms towards the formation of learning groups conducted by teachers, 

analyze the role of sociomathematical norms on students' social interactions when learning mathematics, 

analyze gender differences that can affect students' sociomathematical norms, and analyze sociomathematical 

norms in derivative material that is viewed from the gender aspect of SMAN 73 Jakarta students 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

2.1 Type of Research 

The type of approach used in this research is a qualitative approach. Meaning and understanding from 

within, reasoning, the definition of a certain situation, more research on things related to everyday life will be 

emphasized in qualitative research [45], [46]. While the type of research used in this research is descriptive 

with the case study method. According to Arikunto, descriptive research is research consisting of a collection 

of information about the status of an existing symptom, namely the state of the symptoms according to what 

they were at the time the research was conducted [47]–[49]. Data acquisition in descriptive research comes 

from interview scripts, field notes, photo, and video documentation, or other small notes that describe in detail 

and according to the reality in the field. The reason the researcher uses a qualitative approach with descriptive 

research is that this approach is wider in scope in revealing the facts that are happening when the research is 

taking place, where researchers can analyze sociomathematical norms with derived material in terms of gender 

aspects of Senior High School at 73 Jakarta. 

 

2.2 Participants 

  

Diagram 1. Research Subject Selection Flow 
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The selection of research subjects begins with the observation process for two meetings. Based on the 

results of observations that have been made, nine students have been obtained consisting of five female students 

and four male students. The selection of 9 students with 5 female students who were used as research subjects 

was carried out purposively by considering the communication skills of students and researchers, this was 

intended so that communication between subjects and researchers was not hampered. the next stage is to 

communicate with the teacher about the sociomathematical norms on the research subject. research subjects 

who appear to have sociomathematical norms can be used as research subjects, to help researchers analyze 

sociomathematical norms in terms of students' gender aspects. The flow of research subject selection can be 

described more directed in Figure 1. 

 

2.2 Data Collection Technique 

The data collection techniques used in this research are observation, interview, documentation, and 

triangulation. Observation with the help of observation will be filled in by the researcher during the process of 

observing mathematics learning between teachers and students. This observation sheet is to find out how big 

the sociomathematical norms that students have are by reviewing them based on the gender aspect of the 

derived material. This observation sheet only contains yes or no choices, according to the observations 

obtained. The interviews conducted in this study were semi-structured. Semi-structured interviews are 

interviews that are included in the in-depth interview category, whose implementation is freer than structured 

interviews [47]–[51]. Interviews were conducted online through digital media such as google meetings on 

randomly selected subjects, which were about 9 students. Interviews were conducted by researchers to 

respondents through google meetings by activating the previous recording mode on the application, which is 

useful as an accurate and reliable research instrument. Documentation is used as evidence of classroom action 

research in the form of photos and videos taken by mathematics learning activities on derived material carried 

out at the time of the research. Documentation can also be used as data and information on research activities.  

Triangulation is a data collection technique that combines various data collection techniques and existing data 

sources [52]–[54]. If the researcher collects data by triangulation, then the researcher collects data which at the 

same time tests the credibility of the data, namely checking the credibility of the data with various data 

collection techniques and various data sources. 

 

2.3 Technique of Data Analysis 

Data analysis is the process of systematically searching and compiling data obtained from interviews, 

field notes, and other materials so that the results can be easily understood, and the findings can be informed 

to others [45], [46], [55]. Data analysis activities as used include three elements, namely: data reduction, data 

presentation, and concluding. On reduction data activities, all the data obtained were then selected based on 

the need to answer questions posed by researchers regarding socio-mathematical norms in terms of student 

gender. The researcher will write down the data obtained from the interviews by playing repeatedly the 

recordings that have been made during the interview process with the respondents. the next step is to present 

the data or data display. Presentation of data can make it easier for researchers to see the picture as a whole or 

part of the research. The presentation of the data in this study will describe in general the results of the study 

starting from the location and time of the study, how sociomathematical norms occur between male students 

and female students, as well as the results of interviews that have been conducted through google meetings 

with respondents. The final activities in data analysis techniques are verification. This activity is carried out 

conclusion drawing and verification is the third part and is an important element in data analysis techniques in 

qualitative research, namely conducting continuous verification throughout the research process. The initial 

conclusions put forward are still temporary and will change if no strong and supporting evidence is found at 

the next stage of data collection [45], [56]. It is different if the conclusions that have been obtained are 

accompanied by valid evidence and consistent with the situation when the researcher returned to the field to 

collect data, then the conclusions put forward are reliable. Conclusions can be in the form of a description or 

description of an object that was previously still gray or even dark so that after the data is examined the results 

will become clear. 

 

3. Result and discussion 

3.1. Result 

Indicators of Sociomathematics Norms 

Every norm that applies in society, must have a meaning that is not much different. However, there 

are still some differences between social norms and sociomathematical norms. Previous research confirms the 

difference between social norms and sociomathematical norms [3], [15], [44]. Table 1 is a difference between 

social norms and sociomathematical norms: 
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Table 1. Difference between Social Norms and Sociomathematical Norms 
Social Norms Sociomathematical Norms 

Students ask each other about each 

other's thoughts 
Students ask each other questions that 

emphasize mathematical reasoning, 

justification, and understanding. 

Students explain how they think. Students explain their solutions using 

mathematical arguments. 
Students work together to solve 

problems. 
Students reach an agreement using 

mathematical reasoning and proof. 

Students solve problems using a 
variety of approaches. 

Students compare their strategies to find 
mathematically important similarities and 

differences. 
Students realize that making mistakes 
is part of learning. 

Students use errors as opportunities to rethink 
concepts from mathematical ideas they have 

and test contradictions. Mistakes support new 

learning about math. 

 

Social norms are general rules that we usually find in everyday life in social interaction in society 

[57], [58]. Meanwhile, sociomathematical norms are general rules in social interactions related to learning 

mathematics [15], [44]. Examples of the application of social norms, namely how to have a good opinion in 

public, how to respect the opinions of others, maintain peace when expressing opinions, and there is no element 

of coercion to support the opinions expressed. While examples of the application of sociomathematical norms, 

namely how to unite the concepts of mathematical thinking, how to decide on effective mathematical problem 

solving, and how to ensure the truth of the mathematical solutions that have been written. Sociomathematical 

norms are related to students' beliefs and beliefs about collaborative activities in learning mathematics [59], 

[60]. The collaboration referred to here is that in sociomathematical norms it is closely related to the process 

of interaction between students which has two important indicators, namely communication skills and students' 

social skills to achieve an understanding. The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) through 

the Principles and Standards for School Mathematics, places communication as an important part of 

mathematics and mathematics education [61]–[64]. The role of communication in learning mathematics is very 

important because communication is the only way for students to unite all their understanding. However, not 

only being able to communicate, but students must also have good social skills, if they can communicate well 

but the delivery method is not good, the communication process also cannot go as planned. So that researchers 

can analyze the sociomathematical norms that students have when learning mathematics takes place. the 

indicators of sociomathematical norms used in this study can be seen in table 2. This indicator is obtained by 

inferring from the opinions that have been written in the previous section. 

 

Table 2. Indicator of Sociomathematical Norms  

Indicator Description 

Acceptable Explanations (AE) Cases where a teacher or student asks to make a 

reference, how a particular problem is considered 

acceptable 
Mathematical Difference (MD) Cases where a teacher or student questions or 

explains how another student's mathematical ideas 

differ from others 

Mathematics Effectiveness (ME) Cases where a teacher or student questions which 

problem-solving strategy (mostly proposed by 

teachers) is the most effective or easiest to 
implement for students 

Mathematics Insight (MI) Cases where higher-level mathematical justification 

is achieved through the interaction of insights as 

well as discussion of mathematical topics presented 

by teachers or students 

 

Based on the indicators in Table 2, it can implicitly indicate the occurrence of social interaction. 

Sociomathematical norms possessed by students can be seen based on how students receive material delivered 

by the teacher, then how the attitudes shown by students when they see differences in mathematical thinking, 

followed by how to solve problems chosen by students, whether the more effective way or not. The normal 

way that is taught by the teacher, the last is how the insight of mathematical knowledge possessed by students.  

 

Data Collection 

The data collection was carried out through the observation process and continued with the interview 

process. The observation process was carried out to seven classes of students twice, through online learning 
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with google meetings. After the observation process was completed, the researcher selected seven samples of 

students who would be interviewed related to sociomathematical norms. Presentation of data in this study using 

MAXQDA 2020 software. MAXQDA is software for analyzing combined and qualitative data. This software 

is a global program for analyzing unstructured data such as interviews, articles, media, surveys, tweets, and 

more. This MAXQDA software can assist researchers in analyzing the results of interviews that have been 

conducted with informants. 

The first indicator in this study is Acceptable Explanation (AE), the purpose of this indicator is the 

case where a teacher or student asks to make a reference, how a particular problem is considered acceptable. 

The presentation of the data is presented in the form of a diagram which can be seen in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2. Interview Results on the First Indicator 

 

Based on Figure 2, it can be seen that this indicator is given five questions with keywords: preparation 

for learning, learning obstacles, results of receiving material, types of difficulties when studying, and solutions 

made to deal with these difficulties. When the researcher questions about the preparation for learning, we can 

see that the thickest line shows that the learning support books, laptops, and power points that will be explained 

by the teacher on that day are the things they prepare before studying. For problems when learning, most of 

the resource persons answered problems on the internet network. Given that learning is still using the Distance 

Learning (PJJ) system, the use of the internet may also be an obstacle when studying, because sometimes there 

are students who suddenly lose their network, leave the google meeting, or find it difficult to join the google 

meeting, not to mention there are students who are constrained by the study quota. The transcript of the 

interview conducted with one of the subjects is as follows: 

P : Okay, so during the PJJ process, are there any obstacles that you face? Please 

state what kind of problem? 

S2 : Sometimes the network is disrupted, ma'am, then the explanation from the 

teacher is not very clear 

P : Oh, the explanation is too fast, isn't it? 

S2 : Yes right ma'am 

 

In the next question, regarding the results of receiving the material provided by the teacher, all 

resource persons can accept it easily, so that learning can run smoothly. For the next question related to the 

types of difficulties faced by the resource persons when studying, we can see for the thickest line, the informant 

said that the teacher's explanation was too fast, this was due to ineffective learning time. So, in the end, the 

teacher was too hasty in explaining, as a result, some of the informants felt uncomfortable with this way of 

learning. In the last question, which was about the solutions that were made to overcome the difficulties felt 

when learning mathematics, most of the informants thought that they should communicate with their friends. 

So if there are resource persons who are left behind by a few steps of explanation from the teacher when in a 

google meeting, they act more to communicate with their friends who understand more, rather than having to 

ask the teacher directly. 

The second indicator in this study is a mathematical difference (MD), which is a case where a teacher 

or student questions or explains how other students' mathematical ideas differ from others. The presentation of 

the data is presented in the form of a diagram which can be seen in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Interview Results on the Second Indicator 

 

Based on the results of interviews guided by the second indicator in sociomathematical norms, it can 

be seen that there are five questions posed to the informants with the keywords: implementation of discussion, 

argumentation or acceptance, the initial process of discussion, how to respond to differences, and attitude to 

mediate debates. When the researcher questions about the implementation of the discussion, based on the 

diagram shows the thickest line meaning that the implementation of the discussion is sometimes carried out by 

students, so it is not always scheduled to have a discussion. Only at certain moments when someone doesn't 

understand the material. Then in the next question, the researcher asked about the level of frequency of the 

informants while discussing it in arguing against the opinions of other friends or just accepting the opinions of 

other friends. Most of the interviewees argued that they often argued or acted against other opinions, rather 

than having to accept or be pro. This statement is supported by the following interview excerpt: 

P  : Oh okay, so you are more often in the Whatsapp Group, huh. Then usually 

during the discussion, do you often argue with other friends? Or just accept 

other opinions? 

S8 : I'm the type of person who doesn't accept it, so I keep arguing with others until 

I find a clear point 

P  : Good, I know how come you are hehe so you keep arguing until you find the 

right one, right? 

S8 : Yes that's right ma'am 

 

In the next question, regarding the initial process of discussion can occur. Based on the diagram, the 

thickest line is when a friend asks a question. So the discussion that is usually carried out by the resource person 

often occurs when a friend asks the resource person about the material that has not been understood on that 

day, then the discussion process will occur. The next question is about how to respond to differences of opinion. 

Based on the diagram above, most of the students indicated that the way to respond to differences of opinion 

that was often done by the resource persons was to examine each other's applicable mathematical rules. So, 

when the discussion process occurs and their answers are different, they will be guided by the applicable 

mathematical rules which in the end they will correct each other's answers. Then proceed with the last question 

on this second indicator, the question asked is related to the attitude taken by the resource person when 

mediating a debate. Based on the diagram above, there are three alternative answers obtained. So the attitude 

that is usually done by the resource person when mediating a debate is by allowing each of them to explain the 

answer he got, then some tell the easier way to solve the problem, and there is also an interesting answer 

obtained same. 

The third indicator in this study is Mathematics Effectiveness (ME), which is a case where a teacher 

or student questions the problem-solving strategy (mostly proposed by the teacher) which is the most effective 

or easiest to implement for students. The presentation of the data is presented in the form of a diagram which 

can be seen in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Interview Results on the Third Indicator. 

 

Based on the results of interviews based on the third indicator, it can be seen that there are five 

questions asked by the researcher, with the keywords: the use of effective methods, attitudes of judgmental 

errors, courage to argue, stages of refuting the assessment, and preferring the fast way or the normal way. 

Sourced from the first question asked regarding the use of a more effective method, it can be seen in the thicker 

line that students prefer to use a more effective method because its use can shorten the time, can minimize 

errors, and also does not need more paper much to write the answer. The next question posed by the researcher, 

which relates to the way students behave when the teacher makes a mistake in assigning value to the work 

done. Most students will explain to the teacher in a kind and polite manner that the method used is indeed 

different, but the result is the same as the method produced by the teacher. 

The next question is related to the courage of students in submitting opinions. When the informants 

were asked questions about whether or not they had an opinion when learning mathematics took place. Some 

students answered that they had never had an opinion because they were afraid of the teacher, afraid of having 

the wrong opinion, some even had not thought of a topic for their opinion. The last question is a question 

related to choosing the fast way or the normal way when solving a problem given by the teacher. There are 

three alternative answers given by the informants. Some of them are more flexible, some prefer the fast way, 

and some even choose the normal way. Based on the thickest line in the diagram, showing the answer that was 

chosen the most by the interviewees is the quickest way. The reason the informants chose to use the fast method 

was that it shortened the time, minimized errors, and was shorter in writing the answers they received. This 

statement is supported by the following interview excerpt: 

P  : Ah yes, that's good, so it's a comparison. Now, for example, the way you wrote 

is different from what Mrs. Lasma taught, the answer is also according to Mrs. 

Lasma, but your way is to blame. You dare not tell Mrs. Lasma about the truth? 

S4  : I'm really brave, ma'am, as long as I speak politely and I can explain how. 

P : The important thing is that you have proof, right? 

S4  : Yes, ma'am, I have evidence. So, how do I reduce that risk, I wrote it in two 

ways, ma’am hehe. 

 

The fourth indicator which is the last indicator in this research is Mathematics Insight (MI), which is 

a case where higher-level mathematical justification is achieved through the interaction of insights and 

discussions on mathematical topics presented by the teacher or students. The presentation of the data is 

presented in the form of a diagram which can be seen in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Interview Results on the Fourth Indicator 

Based on the results of the interviews submitted, there were five questions asked regarding this fourth 

indicator, including derived concepts that have been studied, the application of derived concepts in everyday 

life, the application of mathematical material in everyday life, the application of mathematics in the field of 

science. Others, as well as cases that cannot be solved using mathematics. In the first question posed, namely 

regarding the concept of derivatives that have been studied, there are five alternative answers given by the 

resource persons, including chain rules, derivative questions, derivative properties, how to derive a function, 

and how to read mathematical language. We can see that the thickest line in the diagram shown is a derivative. 

When the researcher asked about the concept of derivatives that had been studied, most of the respondents 

answered that they had studied the properties of derivatives. 

In the next question posed by the researcher regarding the application of the concept of derivatives in 

everyday life. However, none of the informants could answer this question. It is estimated that teachers who 

teach are less informed about the application of derived concepts that have been learned in everyday life. For 

the third question posed by the researcher, namely regarding the application of mathematical material that has 

been learned from the beginning of school or since elementary school until now. There are four alternative 

answers given, including flat shapes, arithmetic, algebra, and linear programming. When viewed from the 

diagram shown, the thickest line is arithmetic, which is the material often used by humans in carrying out 

transactions or other basic calculations. This statement is supported by the following interview excerpt: 

P : So while you have studied mathematics from elementary school until now, what 

mathematics material have you applied in your daily life? 

S7 : Arithmetic is the best, ma'am because mathematics is the most important thing, 

it's the basic knowledge, ma'am, like adding, lacking, dividing, this time is 

really important in our daily application. Like, for example, if you want to go 

shopping, you need to use those basic operations 

 

The next question posed by the researcher to the resource person was regarding the application of 

mathematics in other fields of science. There are four alternative answers given, including geography, 

chemistry, physics, and economics. Based on the table and diagram above, shows that the thickest line is 

economic. This means that more resource persons apply mathematics to the field of economics. The last 

question asked by the researcher to the informant was about finding cases in everyday life that could not be 

solved by mathematics. There are two alternative answers given by the resource persons, namely, there are no 

cases that cannot be solved without mathematics and there are cases that cannot be solved without mathematics. 

The two alternative answers, the thickest line shown is that there are no cases that cannot be solved without 

mathematics.  

 

3.2. Discussion 

In the first indicator, the third question is related to the results of receiving material during online 

learning, namely receiving well. Even though the network was constrained, the resource persons were still able 

to receive explanations from the teacher well and were easy to understand because when online learning took 

place, the teacher explained patiently. In the first indicator, the fourth question related to learning difficulties 

most frequently faced by resource persons is the teacher's explanation that is too fast. This learning difficulty 

is also supported by the results of previous research which states that students consider the use of PowerPoint 
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media, learning videos in online learning to explain too quickly so that the material presented is poorly 

understood and poorly understood [65]–[69]. If the researcher pays attention when the research observation 

process takes place, actually the teacher is not too fast when explaining, but only limited time is a problem 

because each room meeting is only given 45 minutes for the teacher to explain. 

In the first indicator, the fifth question related to solutions that were carried out to overcome the 

learning obstacles faced, the answer that was expressed the most by the resource persons was communication 

to friends. Regarding mathematical communication, this is considered as to how teachers and students can 

share the processes of learning, understanding, and doing mathematics [70], [71]. When resource persons are 

constrained or have difficulties during online learning, they immediately communicate with their friends, if 

their friends have not been able to solve the problem then they will ask the teacher about the material that has 

been missed or poorly understood. Based on the results of interviews from all sources related to the first 

indicator, it can be concluded that in this indicator male students are superior in sociomathematical norms. 

In the second indicator, the first question is the code that is most interested in the resource persons 

regarding the intensity of the discussion, which is sometimes a discussion. Based on the statement of the 

informants, sometimes they do discussions when there is a material problem that they don't understand, so they 

don't always carry out discussions. In the next question related to arguing more often or just accepting friends' 

answers, the code that is most in demand is argumentation. This is by which states that in learning mathematics 

students need to be accustomed to providing arguments for each answer and responding to answers given by 

others so that what is learned becomes more meaningful for students [70]–[73]. Some of the interviewees 

argued more often because they wanted to practice how to defend their opinions.  

In the next question related to how to respond to differences of opinion, the code that was chosen by 

the speakers was the study of mathematical rules. Based on the results of interviews related to this question, 

some of the interviewees argued that when the interviewee was dealing with some of his friends who had 

different opinions about how to solve a problem, the attitude he showed was to examine the applicable 

mathematical rules to determine the right answer. This statement is in line with previous research which states 

that students must be able to combine all the concepts they already know and which are related to the problem, 

then form new concepts so that the given problem can be solved [61], [74]–[76]. 

In the first three indicators, the code that is most in demand by resource persons related to how to 

solve a problem is the use of the effective method (K2). Based on the results of interviews with informants, 

when researchers asked questions about their interest in solving a problem, some of them answered using a 

more effective way than the method taught by the teacher with reasons that were shorter in writing and could 

minimize errors. Following this, the selection of this strategy is generally adjusted to the problem posed, in 

other cases, this method cannot be used [77], [78]. In essence, a more effective way is good, but not all 

mathematical problems can use a more effective way.  

In the next question related to the courage to have an opinion when online learning takes place, the 

code that is mostly expressed by the speakers is that they have never had an opinion. Based on the results of 

interviews that have been conducted, the majority of the interviewees have never expressed their opinion when 

online learning takes place, for reasons of fear of being wrong, afraid of just wasting time, and some even think 

that they have never thought of expressing their opinion in front of everyone. This is following the statement 

in previous research which says that often teachers only use the lecture method interspersed with questions and 

answers, assignments, and discussions that are less directed in learning resulting in students being less active 

[77], [78]. The implementation of a lecture method like this will certainly make students lazy to express their 

opinions. 

In the fourth indicator with the main code mathematics insight, the researcher asks questions about 

the application of the material in everyday life, there are four sub-codes proposed by the resource persons. The 

code most chosen by the resource person is Algebra material. Algebra was the most chosen by the resource 

persons because this material is a basic mathematical concept, which includes basic arithmetic operations such 

as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division which are commonly used when transacting in everyday 

life. This intersects with the high school level the difficulties that are often encountered are in materials related 

to algebra and its application [79]. If traced back, in this study the material that is often applied in everyday 

life is algebra, so this material should not be so difficult in its daily application. 

The next question is related to the application of mathematical material that can be used in other fields 

of science. Based on the results of interviews that have been conducted, there are four subcodes including 

physics, chemistry, geography, and economics. The sub-code that is most in demand by resource persons in 

the field of economics. The economic field is commonly used to calculate interest rates, per capita income, 

population, and even national income. This is in line with previous research which stated that many applications 

of Mathematics were developed into economics through logical reasoning, for example, the application of 

mathematics regarding linear functions on demand and supply functions and market equilibrium in economics 
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[79]. This statement means that mathematics has a fairly close relationship with economics. The reason is that 

some of the material sub-chapters from economics use mathematical calculations 

 

4. Conclusion 

After observing, interviewing, documenting, and analyzing using MAXQDA 2020 software to assist 

in conducting the analysis, it was found that (1) The role of sociomathematical norms on students' social 

interactions is by applying sociomathematical norms students become more aware of the rules that apply during 

the mathematics learning process take place. (2) Online learning using Google Meet affects the superiority of 

male students in sociomathematical norms, compared to female students. of the four indicators of 

sociomathematical norms, three of them stated that male students were superior in their abilities in 

sociomathematical norms, only Mathematics Effectiveness was superior for female students. In this regard, 

gender differences, in general, can affect the sociomathematical norms that students have 

Based on the conclusions described previously, it is hoped that (1) Students must be accustomed to 

having the courage to argue or argue when there is a problem, but still using good ethics and not  hurting the 

feelings of others dare to argue or argue can train students' thinking skills when speaking in public. (2) Parents 

must participate in supervising students' learning from home so that they are eager to participate in every 

activity in learning even though they are brave. (3) Learning mathematics during the Covid-19 pandemic should 

be done well and interestingly, considering that learning is only through courage, so it is possible for students 

to feel bored quickly if the learning system only begins with an explanation of the material and ends with giving 

assignments, then up repeatedly. 
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